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Jacobs and Bullock: Two~ Process Model for Legato 
Abstract 
Prior reports indicated a non-linear increase in key overlap times (KOTs) as tempo slows for 
scales/arpeggios performed at internote intervals (INis) of I 00-1000 ms. Simulations illustrate 
that this function can be explained by a two-process model. An oscillating neural network based 
on dynamics of the vector-integration-to-endpoint model for central generation of voluntary 
actions, allows performers to compute an estimate of the time remaining before the oscillator's 
next cycle onset. At fixed successive threshold values of this estimate they first launch keystroke 
n+ 1 and then lift keystroke n. As tempo slows, time required to pass between threshold 
crossings elongates, and KOT increases. If only this process prevailed, performers would 
produce longer than observed KOTs at the slowest tempo. The full data set is explicable if 
subjects lift keystroke n whenever they cross the second threshold or receive sensory feedback 
from stroke n+ 1, whichever comes earlier. 
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1. Introduction 
Successive piano tones generally fall into two classes of articulation: unconnected tones and 
connected tones. Unconnected tones are perceived as being separated by silences, and produced 
by releasing key n before depressing key n+ I. A musical term specifying unconnected tones 
that are also relatively short is staccato. When note onset timing is specified in terms of standard 
musical notation, then articulation resulting in unconnected tones typically requires that a note 
be played shorter than written. How much shorter can be derived in a qualitative sense from 
performance indications such as staccatissimo (very short), non-legato (longer than staccato, but 
still resulting in unconnected tones), or markings with similar connotations such as dots on top 
of or below note heads. 1 
Connected tones, referred to as legato, are produced by releasing key n at or after the 
time key 11+ I is depressed 2 Legato articulation therefore implies that note n is prolonged 
beyond its score-specified length. As in the case of non-legato, degrees of legato are possible. 
This performance device often distinguishes the style of one composer, or one performer, from 
that of another. Hence Newman's (1984) observation, for example, that in a Scarlatti run the 
"velvety" legato of a Chopin jioritura (florid, ornamental passage) seems inappropriate. 
Following Repp (1995;in press), degree of finger legato will henceforth be expressed as the 
amount of overlap between two successive key depressions, or key overlap time (KOT), which 
may be measured as the time of key release for note n minus the time of key depression for note 
n+ I. Overlap results in positive KOTs, while non-legato articulation produces negative KOTs. 
In the piano pedagogy literature, the term legato has often been used to suggest loftier 
musical performance goals than the mere connection of sounds per se. Schultz (1936) regarded 
legato as the real basis for what is commonly referred to as good tone quality. Newman (1984) 
equated legato with the coherence and sense of direction melodic lines may be made to exhibit 
during performance, noting that nuances of loudness and timing may be applied in combination 
(in addition to the normative use of overlapping key presses) "to give a distinct illusion of legato 
over and above that achieved by the fingers" (p. 56). 3 
Legato technique is clearly a sine qua non among performance tools for pianists. In the 
recent psychological literature, empirical studies have shown in a rigorous manner that legato is 
used for purposes of expressive timing (see e.g., Palmer, 1989; Sloboda, 1 985). Yet the subject 
is still considered by some pedagogues to be one of the mysteries of piano playing (Sandor, 
1981 ), and a widely accepted systematic methodology with detailed descriptions for acquiring a 
refined facility for legato playing has yet to emerge from the pedagogical literature. In fact, 
explicit attempts at conscious control of the fine timing of the serial movements by which legato 
is generated are discouraged by some teachers in favor of a more intuitive approach (see e.g. 
Newman, 1984)4 Others recommend strategies so general that they may in principle apply to 
almost all problems of piano playing and consequently are devoid of the specifics needed to deal 
with the legato production task at hand5 Lhevinne (1 972), for example, suggests that students 
should engage in "devout study in which your 'ears' play an equal role with your fingers" (p. 
39). Many beginner methods today require students to perform legato note sequences involving 
from two-note slurs to five-finger legato during the first year of study (see Uszler et al., 1991, 
Chapter 6). Yet explicit instructions for achieving the legato specified in the score through the 
usual indications mostly seem to be left to the discretion of the teacher (see e.g. the Bastien 
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method (Bastien, n.d.)). 
Given the vagueness that envelops the subject of legato instruction, the unusually clear 
explanation of what appears to be a basic technique for legato from the pen of the famous 
virtuoso and pedagogue Josef Hofmann (1876- I 957) (Hofmann, I 976) warrants reproduction 
here verbatim. Legato playing at this level is the focus of our modelling efforts. 
By "legato" I understand the connecting of tones with each other through the agency of 
the fingers ... The finger that evoked a tone should not leave its key until the tone 
generated by the next finger has been perceived by the ear. This rule governs the playing 
of melodies and slow passages. In rapid passages, where the control through the ear is 
lessened, the legato is produced by more strictly mechanical means, but there should, 
nevertheless, always be two fingers simultaneously occupied (p. 24-5). 
Hofmann's guidelines are notable in that they seem to suggest that one of two processes 
predominate during legato playing. At slow tempos, aural feedback (and/or haptic feedback) of 
some sort regulates the amount of overlap, but at faster tempos which are too fast for such 
feedback to act on a note-by-note basis, some (presumably unconscious) motoric process takes 
over. Aural feedback may be related to the amount of sound overlap players can tolerate before 
they start hearing simultaneities (dissonances) (Repp, I995). 
This strategy summarizes the essence of the two-process model we present in this article 
for explaining a monotonic decrease in the degree of legato during the execution of scales and 
arpeggios at different tempos documented in empirical studies by MacKenzie & Van Eerd (I 990), 
and Repp (in press)6 With respect to Hofmann's "mechanical means" dimension, we suggest that 
a variable cyclic process (oscillator) can be set up to serve as substrate for the control of key 
downs (key presses) and key ups (key releases) that account for rhythm and legato articulation 
during the production of isochronous note sequences. At tempos that are slow enough for feed-
back to be used effectively, the cyclic process will however cease to be the sole determinant of 
these timing decisions. 
Rhythm and articulation comprise two of three (not necessarily mutually exclusive) 
classes of timing patterns that are found in piano playing (Palmer, I 989). 7 Rhythm is a multidi-
mensional concept involving not only dimensions of absolute and relative timing, but also inten-
sity (see e.g., MacKenzie & Van Eerd, I 990; Fraisse, 1982). Rhythm perception depends 
primarily on intervals between note onsets, while the durations of tones within such intervals are 
of secondary concern (Handel, 1993). In the production of a sequence of keypresses, the timing of 
key downs is therefore critical. Key ups (releases), on the other hand, usually reflect a per-
former's conscious (or otherwise) choice of articulation, since they correspond to, but are not nec-
essarily identical to, tone offsets8 
The model we present below is aimed at accounting for the control of rhythm and articula-
tion during the production of isochronous note sequences. The restriction to isochronous rhythmic 
contexts is imposed by the fact that the most systematic studies of legato playing that are also rel-
atively unhampered by confounding factors have scales and arpeggios as performance materials 
(e.g., MacKenzie & Van Eerd I990; Repp, I995; in press). (The restriction to isochronous con-
texts may not be as confining in a "real" music sense as one may expect. An obvious case in point 
is passage work, which abounds in faster movements from e.g. the Classical period.) In MacKen-
zie & Van Eerd (1990), subjects play rapid C Major scales from memory, and although Repp's (in 
press) highly accomplished subjects have a score in front of them when they perform five-finger 
scales and arpeggios, these materials are so easy to read that the score may be assumed to divert 
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little attention away from the actual keyboard production task. Thus, the empirical phenomena 
that our modelling is focused on may be seen to operate at the automatic or overlearned end of 
sequence execution. 
At the core of our model is a variable-rate internal oscillator, which is based on the 
dynamics of the vector-integration-to-endpoint (VITE) model for voluntary point-to-point reach-
ing movements (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988a,b; 1991). Since several of the main computational 
processes in the present model are contained in the original VITE model, we will first summarize 
this neural circuit, neurobiological evidence for which has been summarized elsewhere (Bullock, 
Cisek, & Grossberg, in press). Then we will describe how the basic VITE circuit may be modified 
to include computation of time-to-contact, and how such a modified VITE circuit may function as 
an elemental cycle generator, or oscillator, that operates in real time. We will explain how the 
dynamics and intrinsic variables of this oscillator can be exploited to trigger key downs and key 
ups such that the non-linear, monotonic decrease in KOT with decreasing internote interval 
reported in MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990) and Repp (in press) are reproduced (we will also sum-
marize their experiments). After presenting quantitative simulations of the empirical trends, we 
conclude with a suggestion for extension to non-isochronous passages. 
2. Synchronous trajectory generation by VITE 
The VITE trajectory generator (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988 a,b; 1991) is a neural model that 
accommodates a large corpus of neurophysiological and behavioral data. 
Insert Figure I about here 
The simplest version of the VITE model, schematized in Figure I, consists of the processing 
stages necessary for the priming and voluntary generation of variable-speed reaching 
movements. In the model, the movement vector needed to steer the hand from a current to a 
desired final position is computed continuously. The target position vector (TPV) stage shown in 
Figure I represents desired positions, such as the positions of visible targets, in body-centered 
coordinates. These body-centered coordinates might be motor coordinates or spatial coordinates, 
such as polar or cartesian coordinates. The present position vector (PPV) stage represents the 
actual position of the hand in the same coordinate system. The discrepancy between TPV and 
PPV is continuously computed at the difference vector (DV) stage, using excitatory signals from 
the TPV and inhibitory signals from the PPV stage (in Figure I, arrowheads indicate excitatory 
connections, and bubbleheads inhibitory connections). The difference vector represents both 
magnitude and direction information, specifying the displacement needed to contact the target. 
The VITE model also incorporates a site for on-off gating of execution of the difference vector. 
In particular, at the DVxGO stage, the DV output signal is multiplied, or gated, by a GO signal. 
While the GO signal is zero-valued, any DV command is prevented from execution. Thus 
instating a TPV and computing a DV while GO is zero is functionally analogous to the 
operation of motor priming (Georgopoulos eta!., 1986). When the GO signal becomes positive, 
the PPV stage starts integrating signals at a rate proportional to DV times GO. Voluntary 
changes in the amplitude of the GO signal can modulate movement rate without affecting the 
direction coded by the difference vector DVY 
Because of these relations, the DVxGO signal can be interpreted as a movement velocity 
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command, and the PPV can be interpreted as a present position command. In fact, the global 
shape of the temporal evolution of the model's DVx GO variable has been shown to match 
experimental velocity profiles for point-to-point movements of the hand significantly better than 
alternative models (Bullock & Grossberg, 1988a; Nagasaki, 1989). 
Figure 2 shows how trajectories evolve for the DV, PPV and DVxGO (equivalent to 
velocity) stages for a reaching movement from a starting position of 0 to a target position of 1. 
The amplitude of the GO signal was set to ensure a movement time of Is. 
Insert Figure 2 about here 
While performing this point-to-point movement, the TPV is constant during the entire 
movement. Initially, some discrepancy between the PPV and TPV is registered at the DV. When 
the GO signal is activated, the product DVxGO becomes positive. As a result, the PPV begins to 
change in the direction of the TPV. This causes the limb (arm) to move, and as it approaches the 
target the discrepancy between the TPV and PPV, computed as the DV, declines towards zero. 
However, this does not immediately reduce the velocity, because whereas the DV is declining, the 
GO signal is growing. The product of these two signals first grows and then declines, giving rise 
to a bell-shaped velocity profile. Ultimately, the movement causes PPV to match TPV, at which 
time DV reaches zero, as does DVxGO. Therefore the PPV ceases to change, and the arm stops 
moving (assuming that the PPV command is well followed with help from lower circuits, e.g., 
spinal-cerebellar circuits (e.g., Contreras-Vidal, Grossberg & Bullock, 1997). In a point-to-point 
movement, the PPV command stops changing once the DV reaches zero even if the GO signal is 
large, so movement is self-terminating. 
The goal of the VITE model has been to understand the structure and function of the 
actual neural substrate responsible for generating human voluntary movements. As such, develop-
ment of the model has been guided by observations made with both psychological and neurobio-
logical methods. The latter include neuroanatomical pathway tracings and single cell 
physiological recording. In recent work, the model has been shown to correspond to known neu-
roanatomy, i.e., the connectivity pattern relating nodes of the network. It has also been applied to 
the analysis of the activation dynamics of a number of distinct species of cells found in the cere-
bral cortex, especially areas 4 (primary motor cortex) and 5 (parietal cortex). Exemplary of this 
aspect of the modeling effort is Figure 6 of Bullock et a!. (in press), which shows that the VITE 
model elaborated therein can reconstruct the activation profiles of 6 widely reported cell types. 
Such profiles describe the evolution of cell activation/deactivation during a point-to-point move-
ment. These cell types (which overlap with the set of types required for the model constructed in 
the present paper) are known to respond to task demands imposed on learned voluntary move-
ments, such as requirements to voluntarily vary rate and force. Finally, we note that any correct 
model of piano performance must place a heavy emphasis on these modeled areas of the cerebral 
cortex because it is well known that motor cortex is critically involved in the control of all inde-
pendent finger movements (e.g., MacKenzie, 1985): these become impossible if the hand area of 
this part of the brain is damaged (cf. Passingham, 1993, Chapter 2). 
3. Experimental methods of MacKenzie & Van Eerd, and Repp 
Below we provide overviews of the empirical methods and results for the scale and arpeggio 
performance experiments of MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990), and Repp (in press). Their results 
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pertaining to legato are the data that we attempt to fit in testing the model that we describe in 
Sections 4 and 5. 
3.1 MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990) 
Seven highly skilled pianists were asked to perform two-octave, ascending and descending C-
major scales at different (fast) tempos. They were instructed to play the scales as evenly as possi-
ble, at a forte (loud) dynamic level. Evenness in scale playing requires equal internote intervals 
(INls), and equal loudness for all notes. No instructions pertaining to articulation were given. It 
is however well-known that the default mode for rapid scale playing is connected, rather than 
detached, and Repp ( 1995) suggests that scale playing may be indicative of "minimal" legato. 
The scales were performed in 3 playing conditions, namely hands alone, hands together in 
similar motion (melodically similar, requiring different fingering for the right and left hands), and 
hands together in contrary motion (anatomically similar, requiring the same fingering for the 
hands). Similar timing patterns for left hand and right hand (regardless of playing condition) 
would support the hypothesis of control of the different effectors by a central timing module. 
Within each playing condition, subjects played at four tempos specified using a metronome. 10 
Metronome beats corresponded to quarter notes, while the scales were to be played at sixteenth 
notes, i.e., 4 notes per beat. Each trial was preceded by 8 audible beats of the metronome, but 
scales were performed without the metronome. 11 Subjects were free to start at any time after the 8 
beats of the metronome, but almost always played the first note of the scale in time with the next 
(virtual) metronome beat. 
Keyboard motion was monitored with the on-line computer system described in Wills, 
MacKenzie, Harrison, Topper, & Walker (1985). The dependent measures recorded included 
INis, the time between consecutive key downs, which corresponds closely to the time between 
consecutive tone onsets; note duration, the time from key down to key up for a given note reflect-
ing the length of time a key was depressed and held down; KOT (key overlap time), defined simi-
lar to Repp (1995;in press) as the time from key down of note n+ I minus key up of note n; and 
keypress velocity, the average velocity of a single keypress12 
Notable findings included an increase in variability of IN! and keypress velocity with 
increases in playing speed. 13 There was also an inverse relationship between tempo and KOTs. 
Tempo thus affected rhythmic precision, motivating the authors to reject a phonograph analogy of 
speedup (based on the general motor program idea). Playing condition or hand did not affect these 
variability measures. While right and left hands did not differ with respect to IN!, they did differ 
in keypress velocities, note durations, and overlap between consecutive notes as a function of uni-
manual and bimanual playing conditions. However, these differences could not make for a con-
clusive argument against a central control module for the hands, due to confounding factors such 
as piano acoustics, and differences in articulatory capabilities between the hands (see pp. 401 and 
402 for a discussion). 
Of particular relevance for our study is the finding that degree of legato changed signifi-
cantly as a function of tempo. As tempo increased, the overlap between consecutive notes 
decreased. At all tempos, playing on the average remained connected, i.e., the boundary of zero 
overlap into the domain of non-legato was not crossed. There were individual differences in 
degree of legato playing. In addition, a significant hand-by-tempo interaction showed that 
although both hands showed less overlap with increasing tempo, the right hand had a steeper 
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slope; the right hand played more legato than the left hand at all tempos except for the fastest 
case. 
Table I provides a summary of MacKenzie & Van Eerd's findings with respect to specified 
INI, average performed INI, and average KOT. 14 The implicit monotonic decrease in KOT with 
decreasing INI is the object of our simulations. 
3.2 Repp (in press) 
Repp (1995; in press) conducted two studies involving the perception and production of legato 
articulation. For the first study, performed on a Roland digital piano, generalizability to real 
pianos was not assured, because the keyboard only approximated the "feel" of a mechano-acous-
tic instrument. In addition, subjects received aural feedback over headphones only. We will 
therefore focus here on the results obtained in the second study, which was carried out on a com-
puter-controlled Yamaha Disklavier. On the whole, results for the real piano (Yamaha) resembled 
the findings for the electronic instrument. 
In Repp's production experiment (in press), the stimuli were scored sequences consisting 
of three ascending-descending cycles of a five-finger scale or arpeggio (with a longer final note). 
There were 27 conditions resulting from the combination of three scored INis, three registers, and 
three stepsizes15 The INis were 250, 500 and 1000 ms, the registers the second, fourth and sixth 
octave, and the stepsizes were I, 2, and 3 st (semitones). Sequences in the low register were to be 
played with the left hand, in the high register with the right hand, and in the middle register with 
alternately the left and right hands. In order to keep the average pitch the same within registers, all 
sequences had Gas center pitch class. Thus, the 1-st sequence consisted of the pitch classes F-F#-
G-G#-A (chromatic scale), the 2-st sequence of D#-F-G-A-B (whole-tone scale), and the 3-st 
sequence of C#-E-G-A#-C# (diminished seventh-chord arpeggio). 
Pianists were asked to play with optimal legato articulation. Other things being equal, 
short piano tones have longer post-release decay times than longer tones because of their greater 
intensity at the time of key release. On the assumption that skilled pianists have learned to com-
pensate for the greater acoustic overlap due to the longer post-release decay, it was expected that 
produced KOTs would be shorter at a faster tempo. Similarly, shorter KOTs were anticipated in a 
lower than a higher register, because (longer) bass strings have longer post-release decay than 
(shorter) treble strings. It was also predicted that KOTs would be longer the more consonant a 
sequence is (the chromatic scale was considered to be the least consonant). 
The general range of KOTs in the various conditions was between 40 and 140 ms (which 
was similar to that found in the digital piano study). KOTs increased monotonically with INI, an 
effect that Repp (in press) considered likely to have a kinematic cause, 16 since the increase in 
KOTs from the medium to the slow tempo contradicted the decrease observed in a separate per-
ceptual task. However, the latter decrease was not observed in the digital piano study (Repp, 
1995). KOTs also increased with stepsize, an effect that was predominantly due to the (least-dis-
sonant) 3 st sequences. This effect could also have a kinematic origin, but may have been influ-
enced by the perceptual aspect of relative consonance. Finally, KOTs increased with register, 
which may have reflected a compensatory adjustment to the faster decay of high piano tones. This 
effect was the only one free of kinematic influences. Individual differences in KOTs were very 
large, ranging from 23 to 185 ms. 
Averaged results for legato in the chromatic scale (1-st sequence) are shown in Table 2. 
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We will focus on these results in simulations, since the whole-tone scale, though it contains 
mostly white keys and is therefore similar in keyboard topography to MacKenzie & Van Eerd's C-
major scales, requires use of the thumb on the black key D#, which is often considered awkward 
in piano playing (see e.g. Newman, 1984). 
3.3 Summary 
The main trend in both studies was decreasing KOT with increasing tempo. This indicates that 
KOT per se is not preserved as one would expect if it were an explicit goal of the motor system. 
Yet, the appropriate adjustment of KOT to register-dependent sound-decay rates suggests that 
subjects can control KOT to preserve sound qualities. Together, these results suggest that 
subjects learn parameter settings that are systematically and causally related to KOT, but that 
these parameter settings are not KOT values as such. 
4. Description of the model 
Humans exhibit "spontaneous" oscillatory behaviors at many levels, e.g. walking, one's 
heartbeat, and delta waves in the cerebral cortex (Fraisse, 1982). A well-studied aspect of 
voluntary oscillatory movements involves synchronization tasks, such as tapping to an external 
sound stimulus. According to Fraisse, such synchronization is possible for humans over the 
range of stimulus periods 200-1800 ms, but synchronization is most regular over the range of 
periods 400-800 ms. 
If notes in an isochronous sequence and the cycles of an internal timekeeper are 
isomorphic, then the dynamics of the trajectory of cycle n+ I can potentially be used to trigger 
the onset of key down for note n+ I and key up for note n, in effect controlling both rhythm and 
articulation. Suppose furthermore that successful execution of a synchronization task at a 
particular rate depends on the ability to set up an internal clock at that rate. Then Fraisse's 
minimum period of 200 ms. translates into an upper bound on tempo of approximately 5 notes/s 
that would be too slow in many musical contexts. 17 However, the trilling speed of concert 
pianists of 15-16 notes/s (Moore, 1992; Palmer, 1997) suggests that Fraisse' s 200 ms. boundary, 
formulated for synchronization with an external source, requires a downward adjustment, and 
that an internal cyclic process with a period of as little as 67 ms may in fact be accessible, even 
if this process cannot be reliably entrained to an external source at rates above 5 Hz. 
We therefore suggest that execution of isochronous note sequences over the INI range 
I 00-1000 ms, which encompasses the juxtaposed data ranges of MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990) 
and Repp (in press), can be controlled in a homogeneous manner by a single internal cyclic 
process of variable frequency. At all tempos, notes in the sequence and cycles in the oscillator 
are treated as isomorphic. 
The VITE circuit shown in Figure I can be made to oscillate in real time by detecting 
when the TPV (target) is reached, and then resetting the GO signal to zero while also switching 
to an opposite target position vector. The half-period of such an oscillator will correspond to the 
movement time associated with the VITE circuit, and can be adjusted by varying the GO signal 
amplitude G0 (see equation (6) in the following section) to correspond to the tempo (INI) of the 
note sequence that must be controlled. 18 
However, the first step is to modify the basic VITE circuit to include an additional 
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computation, namely of a variable TTC, which estimates the time 't remaining before the target 
is reached, or equivalently before the next cycle onset arrives. 't is often referred to as time-to-
contact (or time-to-collision), and is a classic perceptual variable. In the literature on the critical 
timing of movement transitions (e.g., Lee, 1976), 'tis computed as the ratio between distance to 
some fixed position or surface and the approach velocity. When incorporated in the control 
strategy that will be outlined below, the trajectory dynamics of 't lends itself to reproducing the 
trend of decreasing overlap with increasing tempo reported by both MacKenzie & Van Eerd 
(1990) and Repp (in press). 
The modified VITE circuit is shown in Figure 3. The principal modification is the 
addition of a TTC neuron, which is excited by DV, and inhibited by neuron V via an inhibitory 
interneuron Y. The neural activity V simply tracks DVxGO, while Y changes the sign of V and 
also introduces a synaptic delay. The result of excitation and inhibition of the TTC neuron in 
this manner is that its activation, TTC(t), will approximate the quantity DVIV (an estimation of, 
t), as it evolves during the cycle. 
Insert Figure 3 about here 
The trajectory for TTC serves as substrate for the control of rhythm and articulation as 
follows (see Figure 4). A threshold 1 LN is chosen on the negatively-sloped aspect of the TTC 
trajectory to trigger the Launch of the Next key stroke, or the key down for note n+ I, at time 
tLN· Note that tLN is the abscissa value associated with function TTC(t)'s crossing of !LN· 
Likewise, a second threshold lJ<.p is chosen to trigger Release of the Previous key, or the key up 
for note n, at time tRP· If it is assumed that delay times from motor cm·text to the relevant end 
effectors (digits) responsible for strokes n and n+ I are equal, and also that key depressions and 
key releases take approximately equal times, then the KOT for the two notes is equivalent to 
tRr-tLN· Choosing 1Rp<1LN will result in positive KOTs (legato), and lJ<.p>lLN in negative 
KOTs (non-legato or staccato). 
The hypothesis is that a performer, within a particular context, adaptively chooses values 
for 1 RP and 1 LN once, so that they remain unaffected by tempo changes19 Factors determining 
context may include characteristics of the instrument, room acoustics, register and degree of 
consonance (Repp, 1995; in press). The adaptive choice would presumably be made at 
intermediate tempos, where predictive control becomes necessary, but where aural feedback is 
sufficiently prolonged to allow search for a desired effect (cf. Hofmann as quoted above). Once 
a choice has been fixed, as tempo speeds up the time required to pass from the first to the second 
threshold shortens, which results in decreasing KOT. Figure 4 illustrates this effect for the 
performed INI range in MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990) (see Table 1). Zero crossings of the TTC 
trajectories correspond to performed INis and were set in simulations by adjusting the 
magnitude of the G0 scalar in equation (6) below. It is clear that a fixed choice of 1 RP and !LN 
results in a monotonic decrease in KOT as INI decreases. 
Insert Figure 4 about here 
In Figure 4, actual time-to-contact is indicated by dotted curves, which for every INI 
simply is given by the straight line TTC(t) = -t + INI. Notable is the significant overestimation 
of the computed approximation to time-to-contact in the initial part of every trajectory (the solid 
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lines). However, it is in fact this non-linearity in the computed approximation to TTC that 
allows for reproduction of the non-linear KOT trend with respect to INI reported in the 
MacKenzie & Van Eerd and Repp data sets, as will be shown in the simulation results presented 
below. 
We now discuss the finer details of the reset mechanism that causes the modified VITE 
circuit to oscillate. A zero-crossing detector determines when the negatively-sloped aspect of the 
TTC curve approaches zero, i.e., when almost no time remains towards reaching the target. At 
this time, the TPV is switched to an opposite setting, which will cause the PPV to start 
integrating in the opposite direction. At the same time, the GO signal is reset to conform to the 
onset of a new cycle; reset to zero ensures the same temporal dynamics across cycles. These 
reset operations occur on-line, ensuring that uninterrupted concatenation of VITE generated 
trajectories give rise to an emergent real-time oscillator. The effect of the reset mechanism may 
be though of as a swinging back and forth between two joint angles (TPVs) within a voluntary 
controlled duration or interval, e.g. mental foot-tapping. That is, if this circuit functioned in its 
usual way as central controller for point-to-point movements, its external effects would be 
something like tapping with a foot or finger. Figure 5 shows the simulated time course of 
variables in the modified VITE circuit for oscillators operating at the faster and slower ends of 
the data range. Figure Sa shows that half-cycles of the oscillating neural quantities DV(t), P(t), 
and V(t), and full cycles of TTC(t) correspond to an INI of 130 ms20 The oscillatory behavior 
illustrated in Figure 5b corresponds to an INI of 500 ms in a similar way. Notes in the scales/ 
arpeggios are taken to be isomorphic with the (full) cycles of TTC(t). Both oscillators stabilize 
at the beginning of the third cycle; this fact was kept in mind during attempts to fit the KOT 
data21 
The reset mechanism implemented here is only an approximation of more complex 
processes that may be at work. Since our focus in the present study is not on very high 
frequency components of the oscillator dynamics per se, the approximation suffices22 
Insert Figure 5 about here 
Figure 6 shows schematically how key downs and key ups for a sequence of notes 
involving three successive key presses in a scale or arpeggio may be controlled, based on an 
oscillatory TTC trajectory with arbitrarily chosen 1Rr and 1 LN• resulting in legato articulation. 
Insert Figure 6 about here 
5. Mathematical specification of the model 
Our description of the modified VITE circuit in Figure 3 can be characterized as a dynamical 
system, whose behavior can be investigated if it is fully specified as a system of differential 
equations. In this section, we detail the system of equations for the oscillator described above 
(cf. Figure 6). For the sake of conciseness, TPV is abbreviated as T and PPV as P in the 
equations below. All instances of the Greek letter a followed by a subscript are rate constants. 
The change in activation of the TTC neuron is regulated by 
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d(TTC)/dt = <X-rrc ([DV]'"- TTC · Y) (I) 
where [x]+ =max(O,x). 
The difference vector activation DV simply tracks the difference between the TPV and 
PPV according to 
d(DV)/dt = a0 v (T- P- DV) (2) 
The output of a velocity neuron V, which tracks the DVxGO stage, unfolds according to 
dV/dt = ay (GO· [DV]+- V) (3) 
Activation of the PPV neuron is given by 
dP/dt = V (4) 
The inhibitory interneuron Y tracks V and thus simulates the effect of a synaptic delay 
on V according to 
dY/dt = ay (V- Y) (Sa) 
Smaller values of ay results in larger effective delays. In order to improve the approximation of 
actual time-to-contact computed in (I), acceleration information may be incorporated here as 
follows: 
dY/dt = ay (V + s · dV/dt- Y) (5b) 
where t; > 0. Using (5b) instead of (Sa) resulted in marginally improved reproduction of the 
KOT trend, as will be shown later. In order to avoid complicating the circuit any further by 
adding neurons to explicitly compute dV/dt, (3) was substituted into (5b) for simulations during 
which acceleration information was used. 
The GO signal used in these simulations was an algebraic function of time since reset, 
and may be most generally expressed as 
GO = G0 · t" I (~" + y t") (6) 
where G0 is its amplitude, and t is measured relative to the start of the current cycle. Choosing 
n= 1.4, ~=1, and y=O yields the monotonic, faster-than-linearly increasing function used in all 
simulations. 
In order to allow the system to oscillate, DV in equation (3) was allowed to assume 
negative activations, effected by removal of the rectification. Equation (I) was computed taking 
the absolute value of each term on the right side in order to ensure positive activations at all 
times; thus, the negatively sloped aspect for all repetitions of the basic trajectory could be tested 
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for crossing the threshold pair f'LN>f' Rr>O 
6. Simulation results 
This section describes the results of our efforts to reproduce the trends of monotonic decrease in 
KOT with increasing tempo reported by MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990) and Repp (in press). 
Using a single set of parameters, we conducted separate sets of simulations for their respective 
data sets, which were summarized in Tables I and 2. This separation was mandated by the fact 
that Repp instructed his subjects to play optimally legato, while MacKenzie and Van Eerd did 
not give any instructions pertaining to articulation. The system of differential equations (1)-(5) 
was integrated using a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm with fixed stepsize. 
Simulations proceeded as follows. First, an oscillatory TTC trajectory was generated for 
each INI in the two data sets (performed INI in the case of MacKenzie & Van Eerd, and 
specified INI in the case of Repp).23 For MacKenzie & Van Eerd, for example, trajectories were 
generated at four frequencies, corresponding to the tempos (INis) at which scales were 
performed. Second, a fixed pair [' LN>f'm, were arbitrarily chosen and KOTs computed for each 
trajectory by using the formula 
which was introduced in Section 4. This step was repeated in order to find one set of thresholds 
that would produce a set of predicted KOTs which would optimally fit the performed KOTs at 
all tempos (INis) in the particular data set. 
Predicted KOTs and performed KOTs vs. INI for the data of MacKenzie & Van Eerd, 
and Repp are shown in Figure 7. Threshold values as well as simulation parameters are listed in 
the figure caption. The sign of MacKenzie & Van Eerd's performed KOTs were changed to 
conform to the convention in the present study that positive KOTs imply legato articulation. 
Insert Figure 7 about here 
Figure 7 shows that the one-process, dual threshold model described so far provides a 
good fit for KOTs in MacKenzie & Van Eerd's tempo range. Also, the fit is excellent to Repp's 
data for the INis of 250 and 500 ms. However, a significant overprediction of 60 ms. occurs at 
the slow extremum of the range of tempos, namely at INI=!OOO ms. 
Thus, subjects are not waiting as long as the one-process, dual-threshold model would 
wait until they lift the prior key press. This can be interpreted as evidence against the model, or 
as evidence for the existence of a second process that is in a race with the first for control of the 
lift-prior action. In fact, psychological data frequently imply the existence of such race 
conditions (see Logan, 1994), which arise from the parallel processing capabilities of the 
nervous system. Because the significantly shorter than predicted KOT occurs only at the slowest 
tempo, and because of the absolute value -- 119 ms. -- of the "deviant" data point, we infer that 
subjects actually behave according to a rule of the following form: lift key stroke n when 
estimated TTC (t) crosses the RP threshold, or when there is sensory feedback from stroke n+ 1, 
whichever occurs earlier. 
In this regard, we note that Cole and Abs (1987) reported an estimate of 127 ms. for the 
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first quartile of the distribution of kinesthetic reaction times for a finger movement triggered by 
an imposed thumb extension in human subjects. The absolute minimum RT, observed only once 
in 320 responses, was 87 ms. It seems reasonable that highly practiced and/or self-selected 
subjects (such as those performing in the Repp study) could achieve a mean RT performance 
near or perhaps even better than the first quartile value-- 127 ms --exhibited by the unselected 
sample of subjects participating in the study of Cole and Abs (1987). One can ask why the 
kinesthetic reaction time is relevant to our case, which concerns the lag between one central 
command and another, i.e., between commands for the LN and RP actions. The kinesthetic 
reaction time gives the total time for response based on one afferent lag + one efferent lag. 
Launching the RP command based on feedback from the LN action also requires waiting for 
completion of one efferent lag (time from LN command to key contact) and one afferent lag 
(time from key contact to central arrival of feedback of same). The race condition then becomes: 
Will the efferent lag + afferent lag of this feedback process complete in a time less than the time 
needed for TTC(t) to fall from value [' LN to value [' RP? If so then the RP action will be taken 
after the lag corresponding to the feedback process. This reasoning, combined with the close 
agreement between Repp's subjects' mean KOT of 119 ms. and the first RT quartile value of 
Cole and Abs, supports the hypothesis that the 119 ms data point might reflect very fast reactive 
lifting of key n upon detection of sensory contact with key n+ 1. (A very similar argument, with 
similar expected maximal KOT, can be made for fast reactive lifting based on auditory 
feedback.) 
Examination of Figure 7 allows one to read off a prediction of the resultant, dual process, 
model. For an IN! of about 650 ms., the KOT function based on the one-process, dual- threshold 
model crosses the value corresponding to the 119 ms mean value of the proposed feedback-
based KOT distribution. This implies that as INis fall below 650 ms., the TTC(t) threshold 
crossing becomes increasingly probable as the basis for the RP action, and that as INI increases 
beyond 650 ms., the feedback process should win the race with increasing frequency. Thus 
performance should begin to deviate from the prediction of the one-process model at around 650 
ms, and the value of 119 ms. should be an asymptote. This prediction could be tested in an 
experiment that samples INis more densely than did Repp's in the range 500 to I 000 ms. 
Looked at from another perspective, the dual process interpretation indicates that there may be 
optimal redundancy and coherence between two bases for legato near the 650 ms. INI range. 
Repp (in press) reports that KOTs varied more greatly as a function of INI in the high 
register than the low register. In particular, a two way interaction between register and INI was 
found: effects of INI were largest in the high register, and effects of register were largest at the 
longest INI. The model can provide the following explanation. For higher registers, a performer 
chooses [' RP and ['LN farther apart to get a larger KOT to compensate for more rapid acoustic 
decay. As one speeds up, the temporal distance between [' RP and [' LN traversed by the TTC 
trajectory contracts more the greater the distance at the initial (slower) tempo. Therefore, 
changes in KOT caused by changes in INI are greater for higher than lower registers, or 
Another finding (Repp, in press) concerned the variability of individual pianists' KOTs, 
which increased roughly in proportion to their average KOT. The fact that the threshold that 
triggers release of the prior stroke is read from the lower part of the TTC curve, where its value 
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changes relatively slowly, could account for this (the threshold values for the Repp simulations 
were r LN=O.l and I~Rr=0.056). Because of the shallow gradient in this region, small 
fluctuations in r RP (or in the noisy neural computation of TTC(t)) may result in relatively large 
adjustments in tRP• and hence in KOT. This sensitivity suggests the greater variability observed 
by Repp. 
It was noted earlier that the neural network's estimation of TTC can be improved by 
including acceleration information in the computation; see eq. (5). Table 3 shows the marginal 
improvements that were obtained in KOT predictions implementing this idea; it should be kept 
in mind that the fit was already quite good for the first-order approximation. 
7. Concluding remarks 
In the present study, we presented a central timer for control of rhythm and legato articulation 
during performance of isochronous note sequences. The dynamics of the internal oscillator was 
based on the VITE model for reaching, which has solid neurobiological foundations. 
The idea of oscillator cycle thresholds that remain relatively fixed to trigger key downs 
and key ups, and hence determine KOT, seems to be supported by Repp's (in press) observation 
that even though decay times for natural piano tones were about twice as long as that of the 
digital piano, there was little difference in production with respect to the digital piano study. 
This indicated that pianists do not seem to adjust their KOTs substantially when playing on 
different instruments, suggesting that overlaps employed in legato playing are not very flexible 
in reaction to extramusical factors: 
Indeed, it is very difficult for someone who typically plays legato with short KOTs ... to 
produce long KOTs, and while pianists who have acquired this legatissimo technique 
through long practice may be able to play with short KOTs, they are unlikely to abandon 
the fruit of their hard labor. Basically, it seems that a characteristic individual legato style 
is maintained regardless of the specific acoustic conditions (Repp, in press). 
An intriguing question is how a performer's strategy for effecting legato in isochronous 
note sequences would map to playing "real" music where notes have different durations (it is of 
course assumed that totally independent strategies are not at work). Palmer ( 1989) measured 
legato for subjects who performed the opening period (antecedent and consequent phrases) from 
Mozart's Sonata in A Major, K.V. 331 24 One finding was that the longer the score-specified pre-
ceding note, the less the overlap, and the longer the following note, the larger the overlap (the lat-
ter finding was the statistically weaker one). In other words, the shorter note 11, the larger the 
overlap with note 11+ I, and the longer note 11, the smaller the overlap with note 11+ I. If a VITE cir-
cuit that resets whenever the target is reached could be used as before, but Go was changed after 
every reset to reflect the score-specified note length, a concatenation of elemental (unimodal) 
TTC trajectories would result, but now spanning variable durations. Then, if a fixed pair of 
thresholds rLN>fRP were in place, our model supports the following interpretation of Palmer's 
data. The shorter note 11, the higher the probability that it will be followed by a longer duration 
note. But the longer the duration of note 11+ I, the longer the temporal interval between its onset 
and the lift signal for note 11 (see Figure 4); hence the reported effect. 
In using a central controller for reaching movements as basis for our variable-rate 
oscillator, we by implication adhere to the well-known notion that music performance (and 
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perception) have their origins in the kinematic and dynamic features of typical motor actions 
(e.g., Palmer, 1997). However, we subscribe to this idea at a level less abstract than the popular 
notion of physical motion as a metaphor for expressive timing in music (e.g., Shove & Repp, 
1995; Todd, 1995; Feldman, Epstein, & Richards, 1992; Sundberg and Verillo, 1980; see also 
Desain & Honing, 1995, for a critique). Instead, we provide a preliminary description, at both 
the qualitative and quantitative levels, of fundamental aspects of performer-instrument 
interaction during piano playing, and thus of some of the constraints involved. It could well be 
that the hypothesis that expressive performance communicates abstract musical structure (e.g., 
Palmer, 1989; Drake & Palmer, 1989) needs extension in order to reflect such constraints 
(Desain & Honing, 1995). Or put more generally, output channels, response modalities, and 
motor systems cannot be ignored (MacKenzie, 1985). 
With this study, we hope to contribute towards bridging the chasm between the high-level 
descriptions of issues in performance contained in the literature on piano pedagogy, and low-level 
efforts in motor control and perception research which often focus on what turn out to be highly 
delimited aspects of these issues. 
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Footnotes 
Non-legato is elevated to a basic touch form in C.P.E. Bach's seminal treatise Essay on 
the true art of keyboard playing (1969; originally published in 1753 and 1762), which 
instructs, for example, that any notes not marked detached, legato, tenuto, or slurred 
are to be held for half of their notated value (p. 157). This applies even to quarter and 
eighth notes at moderate and slow tempos. What this reveals is one (decidedly illustri-
ous) pedagogue's way of dealing with the fact that notation for scoring is much more 
precise regarding timing for note onsets than for note offsets, and thus note duration. 
2 Connected tones may also be produced on the piano by holding the damper pedal 
down while playing a series of notes. The present study, however, focuses on finger 
legato, which prohibits use of the damper pedal. 
3 Newman uses the term legato in an extended sense, to refer to what may be thought as 
the "shaping" of a musical phrase, a process of which the overlapping of tones may be 
a component. 
4 According to Newman (1984, p. 56), a pianist "can easily go astray in his efforts to 
control all the subtle gradations between staccato and ... actual overlapping. Thus, he 
will fail if he tries consciously and consistently to regulate the interval between the 
release of one key and the depression of the next." 
5 This is, alas, not atypical for the literature on piano technique, and probably reflects 
how difficult it is to qualify and quantify the complex sensorimotor activities that 
make up piano playing. 
6 See Repp ( 1995) for a review of earlier studies addressing legato perception and pro-
duction. 
7 The third class of timing patterns is expressive timing, which we do not deal with 
immediately in this article. 
8 Any discrepancy is largely due to the fact that piano tones exhibit post-release decay; 
when a key is released, the associated sound is not immediately terminated (Repp, 
1995;in press). Thus, the mapping between produced to perceived articulation is 
instrument dependent. 
9 Note that in a control systems sense the VITE circuit of Figure 1 can be redrawn as a 
closed-loop system with negative feedback. However, the elemental VITE circuit uses 
central feedback, not sensory feedback. Thus it is better thought of as a kinematic 
CPG (central pattern generator). 
I 0 A fifth scale was to be played as fast as possible (AFAP) without metronome cuing. 
However, given the possibility that the conditions inherent to such an instruction may 
not be properly controlled, we have chosen not to address the relevant data with our 
simulations. 
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II There are 8 quarter note beats in a two-octave major scale played in sixteenth notes. If 
the first beat coincides with the first note, the eighth beat will fall on the final note of 
the scale. 
12 MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990), who refer to KOTas note gap (OG), use an opposite 
sign convention that has negative KOTs correspond to legato. 
13 Their research did not address the question of whether increases in variability were 
perceptible from the perspective of a listener. 
14 This information was obtained from their Figs. 12.5b and 12.8. 
15 Repp uses the term interonset interval (IOI) instead of INI; we will use the latter here 
for the sake of consistency. 
16 Note that Repp (in press) sometimes implies a biomechanical component when refer-
ring to kinematic influences. For example, such constraints could explain why it may 
be more difficult to play legato when the fingers are spread, as in the case of arpeggio 
playing (Repp, 1995). 
17 A typical metronome-specified Allegro tempo of 120 quarter notes per minute, for 
example, implies sixteenth note durations of only 125 ms. 
18 Note that the application of VITE circuit dynamics described in this section do not 
correspond to any associated external reaching movements. Instead, we simply exploit 
the dynamics of physiologically verified central neural circuitry to characterize the 
internal oscillator required to regulate key depressions and releases that would result 
in the desired manifestations of rhythm and articulation. See also footnote 9. 
19 How these thresholds may be fixed or learned is a subject of study in its own right, 
which is beyond the scope of the present article. 
20 Half-cycles of DV(t), P(t), and V(t) correspond to full cycles of the GO signal (and 
hence the desired INI) because the PPV is not reset to 0 when GO is reset. Instead, the 
TPV is switched, which causes integration in a direction opposite from the previous 
integration to target. 
21 That it takes several cycles for the oscillator to stabilize may help explain why syn-
chronization between two players, which must be presumed to depend on coordinated 
predictive actions, is not instantaneous, and requires some rhythmic preening. Interest-
ingly, Fraisse ( 1982, p. !55) reports that for tapping in time to an isochronous stimulus 
series, "synchronization is established very rapidly, and ... is acquired from the third 
sound on". 
22 In more realistic situations, only partial reset of the GO signal may occur at very high 
frequencies. A treatment with a dynamical reset can be found in Bullock, Bongers, 
Lankhorst, and Beek (1997). 
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23 Data for performed IN!s in Repp's study were unavailable; it is however known that 
subjects adhered closely to the prescribed tempos during performance (Repp, personal 
communication). 
24 Repp (in press) studied legato in "real" music performance in the context of a piano 
piece by Persichetti. However, he encountered unexpectedly large values of KOT (due 
in part to finger "pedaling" by some pianists), which suggested that future studies are 
required with more controlled materials in order to make reliable conclusions about 
KOT production in non-isochronous circumstances. 
25 An earlier version of the model was presented at the conference of the Society for 
Music Perception and Cognition held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on July 31 -
August 2, 1997. 
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Specified IN! Performed IN! KOT 
tempo 
(ms) (ms) (ms) 
(beats/min) 
60 250 216 -21.5 
90 166.67 159 -12 
120 125 130 -3.5 
r----
180 83.3 109 -I 
---· 
Specified and performed averaged temporal measures in MacKenzie & Van Eerd's (1990) study 
of rapid scale playing. They use the convention that negative KOTs indicate overlap between 
successive notes (legato). 
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Table 2 





Specified !Nls and corresponding average KOTs for the chromatic scale (1-st sequence) in 
Repp's (in press) study of five-finger scale and arpeggio playing. Data for performed INis were 
unavailable; however, it is known that subjects adhered closely to the prescribed tempos during 
















Jacobs and Bullock: Two-Process Model for Legato 
Predicted KOT (ms); Predicted KOT (ms); 
Performed KOT 
eq. (Sa) used 1;=0.015 in Eq. (Sb) 
(ms) 
1 4 3 
3 6 5 
12 11 10 
22 22 22 
Predicted KOT (ms); Predicted KOT (ms); 
Performed KOT 
Eq. (Sa) used 1;=0.015 in Eq. (Sb) 
(ms) 
41 41 42 
87 88 87 
119 179 176 
Specified/performed INis, corresponding average performed KOTs, and predicted KOTs for the 
primary model (using eq. (Sa)), and the case where acceleration information is incorporated to 
improve the time-to-contact approximation (using eq. (Sb)). (a) MacKenzie & Van Eerd's tempo 
range; ftN=0.6 and f Rr=0.225. (b) Repp's tempo range; f LN=O.l and f Rr=0.056. Parameter 
values for eq. ( 1 )-(6) as specified in the caption to Figure 7. 
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Figure 1. The basic VITE circuit. Arrowheads indicate excitatory connections, and bubbleheads 
inhibitory connections. Neurons shown represent the target position vector (TPV), present 
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Figure 2. GO, difference vector (DV), present position vector (PPV), and DVxGO trajectories 
for a point-to-point reaching movement from an initial position of 0 to a target position (TPV) of 
I. The amplitude of the GO signal was set to ensure a movement time of I 000 ms. The target is 
shown as the dashed line on the plot for PPV. 
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Figure 3. The modified VITE circuit with neural variables employed in computer simulations. 
See discussion Section 4 and text equations (1)-(6). Arrowheads indicate excitatory connections, 
and bubbleheads inhibitory connections. Neurons shown represent the target position vector 
(TPV), present position vector (PPV), difference vector (DV), velocity (V), and time-to-contact 
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Figure 4. TTC trajectories based on the INI range of MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990), and 
corresponding KOTs for a fixed choice of thresholds f'RP and f' LN (chosen here to enhance 
clarity of explanation). KOTs decrease monotonically with decreasing INI. Actual time-to-
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Figure Sa. The simulated time course of the neural network activities P, V, DV, TIC and Y 
over 1500 ms for an oscillator with period 130 ms. Y is shown as the dashed trajectory lagging 
V, and the target Tis shown as the dash-dot line on the plot for P. Parameters for equations (l)-































































Figure Sb. The simulated time course of the neural network activities P, V, DV, TTC and Y 
over 1500 ms for an oscillator with period 500 ms. Y is shown as the dashed trajectory lagging 
V, and the target Tis shown as the dash-dot line on the plot for P. Parameters for equations(!)-
(Sa) and (6): a-nc=320, a 0 v=30, O:y=210, O:y=30, G0=42, n=1.4, ~=1, y=O. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the control of a sequence of three successive key presses 
by a VITE-based oscillator with arbitrarily chosen r LN and r RP for legato articulation. tdclay is 
the internal delay associated with the pathway between motor cortex and the relevant digit. lctown 
is the time it takes to depress a key, and tup is the time it takes to release a key. 
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Figure 7. Predicted KOT and performed KOT vs. IN! for MacKenzie & Van Eerd (1990) and 
Repp (in press). The threshold values for KOT computations for the MacKenzie & Van Eerd 
IN! range were r LN=0.6 and r Rr=0.225. Threshold values for Repp's IN! range were r LN=O.l 
and f Rr=0.056. Parameters for equations (I )-(Sa) and (6): <Xrrc=320, <XDv=30, <Xy=21 0, 
<Xy=30, n= 1.4, ~=I, y=O. G0 was adjusted to establish oscillator periods corresponding to the IN! 
ranges in Tables I and 2. 
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